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Regions as Nation Busters

How to use regions

Gerhard Hanappi

Introduction

to form empires _ an anatytical parable
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in England in the second half of the 18th century and ending with world war l. ln
this era three Kondratieff cycles seem to have appeared. ln the contemporary era of
integrated capitalism most researchers in the field identify two long cycles tiil now:
the first one broke down with world war ll, the second one reachäd its lower
turning point in the early eighties. ln the moment the third long-term upswing
initiated in Europe by the breakdown of eastern European stalinist regimes hai
difficulties to develop on a broader basis.

To make these statements more plausible compare figure 1 showing us real
growth rates of GDP5- A moving average of five years has Seen used to smoothen
the usual Juglar cycle6. fu the figure shows there seem to have been three business
cycles in the postwar Kondra_tieff, with slower upswings and more abrupt
downswings towards its endT in the year 1 98 1 . cycle 4 in figure I seems to be the
first cycle of a new Kondratieff though its lower turning poinl is remarkably low as
compared to other Juglars in the early phase of a long wave. To explain the relative
weakness of this new Kondratieff we have to resort to a more socioeconomic
argument, namely the decrease of hegemonial power of the USA.

Traditionally Kondratieff cycles have been considered from two perspectives, a
technology centered approach and a socioeconomic approach. The technologicai
argument sees the long wave caused by a (set oQ basic innovation(s) leading to
changes in the socio-economic sphere. The socio-economic view has it the other
way round: the new socio-economic context enables new basic innovations. while
the first perspective seems to dominate the second half of Kondratieffs, in the first
half the influence of the socioeconomic dynamics probably is stronger than the
feedback from technology. fu a consequence to underständ the ei-ghties I will
concentrate on the socioeconomic causation structure8.

Figure 2 shows that the long swing after world War ll appeared in all three
leading industrial areas almost simultaneously - clearly indicating how interwoven
the world economy is. Nevertheless some peculiaritiei have to bä noted: First, the
Japanese economy experienced growth rates more than twice as high as the others;
second, European business cycles have been damped as compared to the USA and,
third, the new long-term upswing (cycle 4 in fig.l ) seems to appear asynchroneous
in Europe and the USA.

I
E

i r,oo

e(,
2,00

Figure 1

Growth of GDP in the usA
(S-years moving average of real growth rates)
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Note that in our era Kondratietf cycles rather can b€ tra<ed in growth rates and in inflatirxr rates than in
absolute levels, as was the case in the l9m century.
Historical tirne series are taken f rom IMaddison A, l9g6].
This is a well-known phenornenon in long-wave theory (compare [Hanappi, l9g9] ).
For a detailed treatrnent of both peEpectives see [Hanappi/Egger, I 993].
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Figure 2
G rowth of GDP-Comparison
(S-years moving average of real growth)
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Both competitors of the USA seem to have had some advantages during this
post-war period: Japan transformed its specific mode of capital-labour relations into
high growth rates, while Europe with its higher level of socioeconomic integration
of all classes succeeded relative to the US in dissipating growth over time and social
strata. This situation evidently has been the starting point for qualitatively increased
competition between the three regions in the eighties. US hegemony seems to be
on the down-swing as was British hegemony during the last Kondratieff of industrial
capitalism before world war l. consider figure 3, which tries to give an impression
of the performance of the British empire as compared to US hegemony on a fictive
time scale. since output levels are used, the higher performance of integrated
capitalism is quantitatively depicted. Moreover the direct comparison seems to
suggest that US hegemony has at least a decade to go.

It is this general climate of increased competion which encompasses and
motivates European unificatione. The vanishinq domination of a single player opens
up the possibility for a new world power to erierge. At the current itage of tnii
process it is not clear if the new super-power will be Japan or Europe - or, due to its
military force, the USA again. Neither is it clear if its birth will be possible without a
major war, which goes beyond the already ongoing trade warsl0.

Figure 3
Comparison: United Kingdom & USA
(GDP real, base 1987)
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Harop dates the new initiatives of the Ec to appear in the mid-eighties [i. Hanop, I989, p.l9I].
For an interesting artide coming to similar conclusions is [Arrighi C., I993].
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2.

As a last topic related to the new Kondratieff the necessity of an underde-
veloped, politically subordinated area has to be mentioned. Eich region is trying to
constitute what the USA already has with its Latin America: a possible r"ru.oir. fä,
cheap labour, ressort for highly profitable but "unsocial" industrial centers. This
transformation to a third world area for Europe seems to be the probable future for
theformer USSR, whileJapan tries to unify the Pacific area undeiits predominance.
ln the latter case, the future of China is the big question mark.

Forming empires is a complex task. The preceding remark should have given
a certain plausibility to my assumption, that this is whal currently happens - ind
what sets the scope for the tiny argument concerning regional ptlicy presented ln
the next chapter.

The Basic Story as a Strategic Game
Assume that there is a group of firms and national policy-makers who are aware of
the increasing international competition between ur"urä, described in the previous
chapter. Evidently these entities will form a coalition to further a process of
streamlining of theirown area to improve its performance in the battles to come.
This coalition is the first player in our game. lnteresting enough it necessarily
consists of representatives of the economically strong, that is,-policy-makeriof
"strong" nations and transnational European firms.

The second player consists of those national policy-makers, who are not so
shure that unification will increase their power. lt ls noi easy to draw a clear
borderline between members of coalition 1 forming player i and members of
coalition 2 forming prayer 2. This is so, because it ciuciairy depends on the
expectations of an entity, be it a firm or a policy-makerl 1, whäther it considers itself
as a member of this or of that coalition. Since expectations might change over time
so might members change their coalition. Note ihat this does 

-not 
alter-the validity

of the classification as l-ong as payoffs are not influenced too strong by the relativä
number of members of each coalition. Nevertheless it should be käpt in mind that,
as the final outcome becomes clearer usually strong swaps towards one player will
appear and will affect payoffs.

fu a consequence of my distinction, political bodies of large nations will tend
to be in coalition 1 while those of smaller nations at the periphäry will in general
tend to player 2. Only the highest strata of the political ilass'of the latter will be
attracted by the centre offering them important administrative functions. This is
why in the following I will label player 1 as " centre,, and player 2 as (small) ,,nation
stote ".

- Turning to the third player one could summarize all coalitions below the level
of the nation state but strong enough to be recognized by the latter as one of its
constituting force;.a1 "regions.". Though this definition evidently is wide enough to
include players which.cannot be assigned to closed geographicäl areas formirig a
true subset of the national territoryl2, for the sake of-farn-iliar imaginations lwiii
pretend to talk about geographical regions only.

Figure 4
The basic story as a strategic Aame in normat form

CENTRE

support
regions

do not
support
regions

NATION STATE

resist jump

1,0 3,1

0r3 2,2

I I A'policy-maker" need not be an individual person but can also be a council, a comrrission and the like.12 The argurnents prsented therefore are valid for non_geographical .regions-too.
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fu for the actions available for the players let us restrict ourselves to very rigidand therefore managable assumptions too. Assume that the game played consists oftwo choices made simultaneously: The centre has to decide iiit wants to go into acoalition with player 3, the "regiäns" of the "nation st t , 
-or 

not. These twopossible actions are rabeiled "süpport regions- and ,,do not ,rppo.t regions,,. onthe other hand two options are open for-the ,,nation state,,, namety either to folowthe policy to mert into the unifiei centre as fast and u, .on,pt"t" as possibre, astrategy named "jump", or to resist unification as rong a^a in u, many areas aspossible, a strategy named."resist". Figure 4 gives a närmar form representation ofthis game and its proposed payoffs.
First of a, it is important io state that the shown payoffs are onry to beconsidered as ordinal rankings of outcomes and not as cärdinal utilities. The first ofthe two figures always referito the "centre", the second one to the ,nation state,,.The ranking for the centre could be made plausible as foilo*s, lf the nationstate resists (left column) it will be more useful tä support r."jion, directly to furtherthe inner contradictions of the nation state (upper tert nana iuit, puyon 1) than towait and see (rower. reft hand ceil: payoff 0).'Any ,itruti"n *r.l"re the nation statedecides to "ju*p'l (right corumn) is better than resistance (payoffs 2 and 3 arebetrer than 0 and 1). Bur even in this advanteg""r;;;r; r,)ii.n 

"r 
regions ispreferable (upP1r right hand cell: payoff 3) sinie a future 

".olo6,i. structure of theunified area will be able to draw on it.
Now consider the payoff for the nation state: fusume first that regions aresupported by the centre. lf this is the case interior trouble for the nation state can beexpected' This trouble will prevail as long as resistance against unification persists.ln other words, the pain courd be shortened if the nation state decides to ,,jump,,

(Upper right hand ceil: payoff 1) instead of resisting 1upp"r ,igit hand celr: payoff0)' Any situation where the centre does not interveie in'interrial affairs (lower row:payoffs 2 and 3) is better. lf this is the case, resistance (lower left hand cell: payoff 3)is preferable ro a,"ju.mp" (rower right hand ceil: pry"n iy, s.nfty since it proronguesthe priviliges of the ,,nation state,,I
To solve this simple game note first that the centre has a dominant strategy:whatever the nation statJdecides, the centre will support regions. since the nationstate is aware of this fact, it wiil choose to ,,jump,, to jrrive ä pryot 1 rather than atpayoff Q- Thus the upper right hand ceil is t'he strution, .or" [r"cirery the Nashequilibrium, of this gamel l.

... Proposingthatfigure4graspstheimportantaspectofthereal 
stateofaffairsin the process of unifica.tion oi Eriope means to propose for player 2 to ,,jump,,.

seen as an ideorogy, this moder *olrd b" an appropriate means of informationpolicy of the centre to transport the message: ,,resistance 
is useress,, (and evenagainst the nation states own interest). rn a sense, proposing a moder is proposing aspecific policy recommendation, or, putting.it the äthär wa/ round, producingmodels is just part of a policy of an agent. Making others bälieve that certainmodels are correct infruences their bähaviou,. in u-*uy uJ-n,"gu.r, for oneserf.Now since figure 4 courd be interpreted as informatiJn poti.yäi*,e centre, aninteresting question is to ask how this game courd be modified to serve asinformation policy for the nation state.

An easy way to do so, is to produce a simirar game in extensive form, as forexample the one shown in figure 5. Nation state and centre choose their actionssequentially, contrary to figure 4 time now prays an essentiar iore. To ease thecomparison sets of prayers and their actions remain the same. The sequence ofactivities introduced assumes that the centre decides first, then the nation stateresponds and in the sequel both players alternate in tne äeciiion to continue theirstrategy. rn figure 5 this means that th" oame is prayed from the reft to the right.only three draws of the game, two by the.centre and one by the nation state, areshown explicitely in figure 5. The furtier development of the game is only indicatedby the dotted lines.feeding the most righthand nodes back inio the decision tree.The game of figure 4 could.be inärpreted as a snapshot uit", the second drawwith the four nodes avairabre at draw thräe as reaves, thit is as 
"ntri", 

in the payoffmatrix in figure 4. Node.B.thus corresponds to *,u jj r.ruii uqririurirr. what hasto be explained is, why.this property of a snoutd have changei. ir," ,naturaP wayto do so is to take a look at ii,u pryoff, of this extensir" trrri g;r".

l3 lntroducing "regions" as player 3 would not alter this equilibrium, if richer regions are rnore influential in thenation state than poorer reglons, since the former always would pref", srppoi f.o- ,h" aun,r to no support.
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Figure 5
The basic story as a strategic game in extensive form
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Remember that a stratey in extensive form games is a sequence of choices
between the first node and the final leave. The t*ä typ"r of actlons for each player
we previously called strategies now are named behaiiourot strotegies. A strategy
thus consists of an ordered set of behaviourial strategies available. To reach a final
leave at which a payotf can be assigned evidently im-pties the specification of a time
horizon. To put it more drastic, thJ continousty äccuring benifis and cost of the
interaction between behaviourial strategies of ihe invohäd parties have to be added
up till the point of evaluation. Possibly fhe short-run equilibrium in point B will
prove to be inferior to other strategies in the long-run. A brief sketch of such an
argument could look as follows.

lf resistance against unification can be continued for a sufficient time, benefits
granted by the centre for "joining at last" might increase. ln particular, as argued in
the previous chapter, the accereräting downiwing of the US Äegemony ana the
emergent vacuum in worrd leadership could force the centre a puy a Ligher price
(in terms of privileges for late-comers) for unification. On the othei hanJas ,öon u,
the "jump" has been made, it is not crear that the support for regions wiil be
continued, at least not at the same scale: lf the natioÄ ls busted tie role of its
regions will have to be evaluated anew. Again the longer run consideration
probably will give less attractive payoffs for strategies loing via point Bra.

. Thelast argument gives some insight on thJrore-of tf,e ,,siient,, prayer 3, the
regions. lf temporal aspects are formulated explicitely, as is the case in extensive
form games, player 3, the "rich region", wiil have to'äeverop 

"-f"i,"ti"itä; l;*
long and in which form a coalition with the centre will last. The änalogue is true for
"poor regions" and possibre coaritions with the nation state. The importance of
regions and their relative power within the nation state as well as thäir ability to
forecast future evolutions, all this is enhanced by the introduction of an expiicit time
frame.

seen as an ideological moder the extensive form game of figure 5 has to
present data on payoffs at a specified point in time. ciien this tiÄe horizon an
optimal strategy for the game of timing can be propagated as policy

l4 Note that the garre evidently end.s as soon as the iump is made, it is what is called a gome ol timing, atldif'erent strategies have different length. Evaluations i payoffs nevertheless have to r-eler to the sarn€ pcint intim€.
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recommendation. Contrary to the normal form game such an optimal strategy
might well consist of a long period of resistance against unification. The next
chapter will try to outline how the economic underpinnings to support such an

argument could look like.

3. EconomicUnderpinnings
The basic ingredients for an economic model to cover questions like the ones posed
in the previous chapter must allow for a sectoral (i.e. "regional") treatment of an

open economy. Moreover behaviourial equations must exhibit a well-specified, at
least partially non-linearl5 dynamic. What immediately comes into mind, of course,
is a dynamic input-output-model of an open economy. The specification of such a

model clearly goes far beyond the scope of this paper. All that can be done in the
current context is to discuss some of the properties of such a model. Consider
figure 6:

Figure 5
Some stylized economic conditions for nation busting

The model must cover all three players, in other words three levels of
aggregation: Europe (player: the centre), a "weak" national economy (player: the
nation state) and at least two sectors of the national economy, a rich and a poor
one (player: the region). Each of these layers must be linked to the two others.

The regions can be linked to the nation state by a standard dynamic l-O-
framework, this seems to be the easiest part. Of course, the specification of quantity
flows has to be supplemented by financial streams including subsidies and taxes of
regions. The link from rich regions to the centre has been given a specific functional
form: How can the centre subsidize a rich region - and how can a rich region
disturb the nation state in return for that. Finally the force of poor regions has to be
formalized too. What are the limits for their subsidies from the nation state, where
does this money come from - and how can they strengthen the nation state in
return for that.

Additional to the links already mentioned at the level of the nation state the
classical goals of economic policy - employment, growth, price stability, budget
deficit and balance of payment - have to be taken into considerationl6. Constraints
derived from this set of goals have to be met. Since the links to the regions have
already been specified, what remains are the links to the centre. Again standard
macro-models of an open economy can be used. Trade streams and financial
streams to the economic environment have to be brought into a functional form.
The most challenging task is to formulate expectations for the time after the
"iump". How will a future export function of a set of regions, which previously had
the header "Austria", look like?

'15 Remember the nonJinearity of in the utility o( resisting for the nation rtate in the extensive form game.
l6 National govemment usually suf{ers Irom bad per{ormance of these variables - at least in times of elections.
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Conclusion

Finally the behaviour of the centre has to be specified..ln .particular 
the

relations bätween this centre (Europe) and other centres, which are exogeneous to

the model, nevertheless have to bä made explicit. Bearing in mind. what has been

said in chapter 1, it might well be that this external development drives the whole

model. A färmal way tJ clarify the behaviour of the center is to postulate its utility

functionlT. ln this function actions of other centres can enter as arguments

expressing in that way how the model is driven'- I 
Dynämic utility functions can be used for the nation state and the regions too

lcompäre the U(.) fLnctions in figure 6), b.ui, contrary to the standard use of such

functions in main-stream neoclaisical models, the complexity of the approach

makes optimization rather impossible. lnstead of that, utility functions could be

used to ä*pru* the boundedÄess of the rationality of playersls, to operationalize

their simplified world views in a simulation modei. lt is such a simulation model,

which would be most valuable as a supporting device for further discussion of the

issue, but, as should be clear by now, io produce such a model is not a trivial task'

The analytical parable told lead to a rather hairy econometric modelling task with. 
.

no easy änd cläarcut policy recommendation ai hand before data has spoken. This is

embariassing and reconciiing at the same time. lt is embarrassing, because concrete

answers to tf,e questions are needed urgently. But on the other hand it is

reconciling because those simple, *od"lr, which can so easily be misused for

ideologicäi purposes, ur" rur"ly wronglg. So there is a chance for serious scientific

inquiry.
ividently there also is a need for it' tu nation busting experiences in

yugoslavia20, the USSR and, in more subtle form, in Western European countries

shJw, the stiategy is "hot and burning" - and so is ideological deformation.

Unfortunately th-e owl of Minerva seems to have cancelled its flight.

17 ll political centralism {osten growth, there would be a direct link between the firms in player I and i§ utility

function, Recent literature nevertheless raises some doubts on this link [Przeworski A./Limongi F', 1993]'

1 8 Compare Heöe( simons pivotal contribution to the modelling o, rational decisions [H.Simon, 1982]'

lg Even wrong models can, as a random event, o, course lead to qualitative correct answers.

20 Support foi Slovenia beiore the breakdown of Yugoslavia sharply contrasB the cunent aid' A recent historical

.rp"ri.n." parallelling the atgument of the extensive form game in chapter 2'
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